26 Collaborative Research Projects: teams bring together scholars from 2+ CIVICA universities to conduct policy relevant research on major societal challenges, receiving a total of €850k in funding.

8 Snowball Seminars: enabling scholars from CIVICA member universities to present their views on topics related to CIVICA’s four thematic priorities in a bottom-up approach.

4 Hackathons: allowing participants to cooperate in teams in order to share their expertise and skills to solve a specific issue related to one of CIVICA’s four thematic priorities.

Open Science Training Programme for Early-stage Researchers: >40 formal training sessions and an informal webinar series on all topics relevant to the application of Open Science to the Social Sciences.

Training Inventory: a compilation of training offers available to faculty and staff across the CIVICA network, published on the CIVICA website.

2-Day Research Methods Workshop: offered to scientific communities across CIVICA, providing an introduction to the main statistical techniques used to analyse cross-national comparative surveys data.

For more info on our research projects: Event programme

3 Doctoral Conferences: providing PhD researchers from each CIVICA institution the opportunity to prepare themselves for the academic job market through hands-on training and workshops.

Postdoctoral Mobility Scheme: 11 post-docs completing visits of 1-3 months in another CIVICA institution to advance their research.

15 CIVICA Tours Events: featuring 5 scholars who visit different CIVICA institutions to present their research through seminars and/or workshops and meet with faculty and early-stage researchers.

Thematic Priorities for CIVICA - The European University of Social Sciences

- Societies in Transition, Crises of Earth
- Data-driven Technologies for the Social Sciences
- Democracy in the 21st Century
- Europe Revisited